MIRAFLEX II WALKING DECKING SYSTEM
REFERENCE GUIDELINE

ONE-PIECE FLANGED DECK DRAIN WITH FULL PERIMETER BLOCKING AND SECURING OVER APPROVED CONTINUOUS SEALANT

FLANGED DECK DRAIN (MODEL TO BE RECOMMENDED BY MIRACOTE)

SLOPE: 1/4" PER FT.

JOISTS PLYWOOD MEMBRANE

WOOD BLOCKING FOR DRAIN

MIRATHANE 500 OR APPROVED SEALANT

MIRACOTE CLEAR SEALER

MIRACOTE MPC PROTECTON LAYER

MIRACOTE MEMBRANE A 25 DFT

EXPANDED #1.75 GALVANIZED METAL LATH WITH STAPLES @ 22 PER SQ FT

MIRACOTE REPAIR MORTAR (RM III)

IMPORTANT:
CONSULT CROSSFIELD PRODUCTS CORP FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING PLYWOOD SHEATING, FRAMING/BLOCKING, DECK DRAIN TYPES AND REQUIREMENT

NOTE: PRIOR TO FASTENING DRAIN FLANGE TO PLYWOOD AND WOOD BLOCKING-SET FLANGE INTO WET MIRATHANE 500 OR OTHER APPROVED SEALANT NO DEFLECTION.

Flanged Deck Drain Detail #5
THESE DETAILS ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND MUST BE REVIEWED BY A DESIGN PROFESSIONAL